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 Cache Valley Hospital • Lone Peak Hospital • Timpanogos Regional Hospital • Mountain View Hospital

For Average Wait Times Text “ER” to 23000 

MountainStar.com/ER

Whatever the emergency...
We’re here when you need us – 24/7.
 When a medical emergency unexpectedly interrupts your life, our board-certified ER physicians  
 will see you right away.
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Many Utah businesses have already become wattsmart® Businesses. When your 

business joins the ranks, you’ll find energy-efficient upgrades to save energy 

and help your bottom line. And with incentives, most upgrades pay for themselves 

in less than three years. Plus, being wattsmart benefits Utah’s environment and 

economy with decreased emissions and lower power bills.  

Learn how to make your business a  

wattsmart Business at wattsmart.com.
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 WHICH O F  U TA H ’ S  E L I T E  H O T E L  R E S O R T S  A R E  T H E  P E R F E C T  

CONFERENCE CENTERS 
 F O R  Y O U R  P E R F E C T  C O R P O R A T E  E X P E R I E N C E ?

HOTEL PARK CITY is an elite Marriott Autograph 
Collection destination, just 30 minutes east of Salt Lake 
International Airport in the heart of famous Park City. 
Featuring 100 magnificent guest rooms, with 20,000 
feet of meeting and event space accommodating up to 
200 guests, and beautifully landscaped lawns to 
comfortably fit up to 500 visitors. Brilliant old west 
decor, stunning views and state-of-the-art audiovisual 
equipment. Ranked by Condé Nast as one of the 
world’s top ski hotels, proud home of the western USA’s 
top-rated Ruth’s Chris Steak House. 
1.435.200.2000 | hotelparkcity.com 
2001 PARK AVENUE PARK CITY

ZERMATT UTAH is a self-contained Swiss-themed ‘village’ 
with 331 guest rooms and 65,000 feet of meeting, 
exhibition and performance space, ranked one of the top 
ten conference resorts in the USA and the largest in Utah. 
Zermatt offers complete meeting, learning, adventure, 
recreation, team building and entertainment resources, 
located just 45 minutes east of Salt Lake International 
Airport in the heart of Utah’s recreation and adventure 
mecca. Two restaurants, full service catering. Facilities and 
space to cater for up to 750 guests supported by a highly  
experienced conference services team. 

1.866.ZERMATT | zermattresort.com 
784 RESORT DRIVE MIDWAY

You won’t find the answer in Downtown Salt Lake City.

HOTEL PARK CITY AND ZERMATT UTAH. CALL EITHER ONE. BOTH WILL HELP YOU CREATE THE PERFECT CONFERENCE EXPERIENCE.
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This summer I participated in my 19th Zions Bank Paint-a-Thon, the annual volunteer 
project in which Zions Bank employees prep, paint and otherwise beautify the homes 
of low-income elderly, disabled and veteran residents in Utah and Idaho.

Rob Brough
Executive Vice President
Corporate Marketing and Communications

Zions employees also provide yard cleanup, 
pruning, mowing, planting and minor exterior 
repairs as needed by homeowners. The average 
age of this year’s homeowner was 73, with an 
average monthly income of $1,645.

This year, as we celebrated 25 years of the 
region’s largest single-employer event of its 
kind, we attempted to measure the magnitude 
of this annual project (see the corresponding 
stats and map).

However, my memories of the Paint-a-Thon 
over the years have very little to do with 
brushes, paint, primer or caulk. My thoughts 
turn to the humble and gracious homeowners 
with whom I had the privilege of visiting. 
People like 94-year old Neal Ivie, whose home 
we painted this year. 

Ivie, a Navy veteran, gave me a tour of 
his home, which is adorned with military 
memorabilia that prompted numerous stories 
of his service to our country. He remains very 
active working in his yard and does his best to 
keep his home in good repair. However, there 
are some things he is unable to do for himself. 
Due in part to the efforts of 31,380 Zions Bank 
employee volunteers over the years, Neal and 
the other 1,046 elderly, disabled and veteran 
homeowners we’ve assisted are able to remain 
in their homes.

I’m not a great painter. In fact, very few of 
the Zions Bank employees with whom I have 
volunteered have been skilled painters. Without 
exception, however, the finished product of our 
combined efforts has been exceptional. I am 
always proud to say that I work for Zions Bank, 
and never is that pride stronger than during 
a week each June as I stand with my fellow 
employees with paint brush in hand.

editor’s note



Ben Dickamore
801.643.2215

ben.dickamore@sothebysrealty.com

Yes, it’s what you know.
But it’s also who you know.

The search to buy or sell properties begins with the right agent. Ben Dickamore and 
Summit Sotheby’s International Realty are unmatched when it comes to connecting 
buyers and sellers. In order to increase exposure for your home and ultimately 
uncover the right buyer, Ben advertises his properties with the most significant 
media companies and real estate-focused websites in Utah and around the world. 

community ®
TRAVEL – HEALTH – FOOD – FINANCE

ZIONS BANK

DON’T RELY ON THE MLS FOR DISTRIBUTION. 
Experience the Summit Sotheby’s Difference.

Expose your home to the world.

2790 Lancaster Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah

©MMXV Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Sotheby’s International Realty® is a licensed trademark to Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates, Inc. An Equal Opportunity Company. Each Office Is Independently Owned And Operated.

Ben Dickamore ZionsMV2.indd   1 8/4/15   4:48 PM
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With the assistance of state housing agencies, 
community organizations and local churches, Zions 
received nominations for homes to be painted in 
communities in Utah and Idaho. 

More than 2,500 employees and their families 
volunteered to clean, scrape and paint 46 homes for the 
event. In addition to painting, volunteers planted flowers 
provided by the bank and completed other tasks around 
the homes.

“It’s been so gratifying for me to see how our 
employees have given their time and elbow grease over 
the past 25 years to help beautify our neighborhoods,” 
said Zions Bancorporation Chairman and CEO Harris 
Simmons, who has wielded paintbrushes and rollers 
each year. “The Paint-a-Thon exemplifies our company’s 
culture of service and dedication to our communities.”

Launched in 1991, Zions Bank’s Paint-a-Thon began 
along Utah’s Wasatch Front with employees painting 
a dozen homes. Over the past 25 years, Zions Bank 
employees have put aside summer pastimes for a week — 
volunteering in the evenings after work and on Saturday 
— to paint 1,046 homes throughout Idaho and Utah. The 
cost for all paint and supplies is contributed by Zions 
Bank. Not including the dollar value of volunteer hours 
through the years, the bank has donated more than $1 
million toward beautifying homes in the two states.

Photos courtesy  
of Zions Bank

By Miranda Kane

In the Community
Zions Bank Celebrates  
Paint-a-Thon’s 25th Anniversary

Senior citizens and disabled residents who face challenges maintaining their 
homes received a helping hand from Zions Bank volunteers who came out 
in force during the bank’s 25th annual Paint-a-Thon service project in June.

 Zions Bank employees kick off the 2015 Bowlathon at Fat Cats in Salt Lake City.

Salt Lake City (Before)

Salt Lake City

Nampa

Idaho Falls

Salt Lake City (After)

Fruitland

Kanab

Boise

Download the Zions Bank
Community iPad app to see 
additional photos.
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PIONEER  
THEATRE  
COMPANY

Community Magazine  19

If you think catching a plane to New York City is the only way to see a 
Broadway-caliber production, you may not know about Salt Lake City’s 
best-kept theater secret: Pioneer Theatre Company. Since 1962, the fully 
professional theater-in-residence at the University of Utah has produced 
beloved classics, knee-slapping comedies, toe-tapping musicals and 
contemporary dramas. 

By Natalie Hollingshead

Photos courtesy of Pioneer Theatre Company

BROADWAY IN SALT LAKE CITY

Alabama Story
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“If there is one fact that I’d like the community to be 
aware of, it’s that we are a full-time professional theater,” 
says Chris Lino, managing director since 1991. “You’ll 
see the same kinds of actors you’d see on Broadway or on 
a national tour, but we create everything here.” 

Take Pioneer Theatre Company’s production of 
Meredith Willson’s “The Music Man.” Local creations 
included dazzling painted backdrops, spectacular sets like 
a two-story library with spiral staircase, bright nostalgic 
costumes, on-point choreography and a cast of engaging 
Broadway veterans. 

A Professional Lineup
From September to May, the company stages seven 

plays. The 2015-2016 lineup includes the beloved 
musical “Fiddler on the Roof;” romantic comedy 
“Outside Mullingar;” the world premiere of the 
new holiday musical “It Happened One Christmas;” 
dramas “Two Dollar Bill” and “An Inspector Calls;”  
slapstick comedy “Cowgirls;” and the North American 
professional premiere of “The Count of Monte Cristo.” 

Putting together a just-right mix of productions that 
please families as well as those who prefer that Pioneer 
push boundaries takes patience, says artistic director Karen 
Azenberg, who begins planning selections for the upcoming 
season every December. It’s like solving a puzzle, says 
Azenberg, who spends weeks immersed in scripts.

I Hate Hamlet

One Man, Two Guvnors

One Man, Two Guvnors



CREATE

LISTEN

IMAGINE

ARCHITECTURE 
PROGRAMMING
INTERIOR DESIGN

COMMERCIAL 
CIVIC
MANUFACTURING
AEROSPACE
RESIDENTIAL

www.AxisArchitects.com        Salt Lake City      801-355-3003
ArchitectsAxis

“We eventually find all the pieces to put 
together. I don’t want to put a show in the 
season if I’m not excited about it and if 
I’m not feeling I’m offering the best variety 
for our audience,” she says.  

Taking Center Stage
Auditions for productions start several 

months out in Salt Lake City and New 
York City. Costume and stage prep begins 
about then, too, although some productions 
can take even longer to pull together, says 
K.L. Alberts, who designed the impressive 
costumes for “The Music Man” last 
season. Alberts is one of 12 employees in 
Pioneer Theatre’s costume shop. 

“All of the costumes are created or 
purchased for a specific production,” 
Alberts says. “Things are made to be very 
strong and to hold up for a long run. The 
audience doesn’t realize that a delicate 
little dress that looks lighter than air on 
stage is welded together and has a great 
big zipper so the actor can get in and out 
of it in 20 seconds.”

Some props require historical research; 
others demand ingenuity. For example, 
costume shop professionals crafted foam 
and wire to create teapots and candlesticks 
for “Beauty and the Beast” and bleached 
and distressed new fabric to make it look 
old for the clothing in “Of Mice and Men.” 

The Crucible



No Business Like Show Business
Pioneer Theatre Company employs 34 full-time staff to 

build the sets, costumes, lights and sounds for its shows. 
In addition, the theater employs more than 120 actors 
every season, as well as hundreds of crew members, 
musicians and other personnel. Pioneer Theatre prides 
itself on paying its professional actors a living wage. 
“That makes us different than any other theater along the 
Wasatch Front,” Lino says.

Its annual operating budget is around $4.7 million — 
more than double the $2 million it was when Lino started 
at the theater in the early ’90s. Money from season and 
single ticket sales, philanthropic support from sponsors 
like Zions Bank and Salt Lake County Zoo Arts and 
Parks grants make it possible for the theater to continue 
staging Broadway-quality productions in the heart of the 
Beehive State. 

“When people come to Pioneer Theatre, they’re seeing 
the best talent they’ll see anywhere in the country, but 
also a show that has been built and created and rehearsed 
right here for Utah audiences,” Lino says. 
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I Hate Hamlet

The Crucible

The Music Man



Jackson’s “newest, oldest” historic, intimate inn.

GETAWAYS • REUNIONS • CORPORATE RETREATS • SMALL WEDDINGS • HOLIDAY GATHERINGS

Tucked away two blocks east of Jackson’s Town Square (Wyoming), this 
historic jewel is equal parts charm and luxury with five cozy rooms in 
the main house and three cabin suites on the meticulously landscaped 
grounds. Enjoy world class skiing and winter adventures by day and our 
exceptional outdoor space complete with a fire pit and hot tub by night.  
Come stay at the Huff House Inn and allow us to exceed your expectations.

Reservations:  Stay@huffhousejh.com
Phone:  307-733-7141
Website:  www.huffhousejh.com
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Beyond Glaze

Staying busy is easy. But busy doesn’t always equate 
to productivity. For true productivity, a person must 
do things that matter — things that are important as 
determined by you or your organization. 

“Feeling like you got the important stuff done today 
makes you want to come back and do it again tomorrow 
even better,” says Kory Kogon, productivity expert 
and lead author of the book “The 5 Choices: The Path 
to Extraordinary Productivity,” in which she defines 
productivity as accomplishing things that make a difference.

Here are five daily choices listed in Kogon’s book to 
help refocus your efforts on productivity:

Have you ever gotten to the end of the day before you got 
to the end of your to-do list? Ever had a day of running 
around from sun-up to sundown, yet feel like you have little 
to show for it?

 5 KEYS TO
PRODUCTIVITY

Getting the Right Things Done First

By Jonathan Richards
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1. Act on the Important, Don’t React to the Urgent
The modern world is a whirlwind of stimuli, and nearly 

everything comes flagged “urgent,” leaving most people 
scrambling to keep up — at best. Choice 1 involves a 
technique called PCD, or Pause, Clarify, Decide. The 
concept is to stop when faced with a seemingly urgent 
task. Determine whether doing it will bring you closer to 
your true goals or not. Then act accordingly.

Application: The next time a new email pops up, stop. If 
the subject indicates that responding will help achieve your 
goals, proceed. If not, open it later and stay focused now.

2. Go for Extraordinary, Don’t Settle for Ordinary
Most people want to be the MVP in everything they 

do, which sadly, is not generally possible. Instead, 
identify where you need to be extraordinary in that 
moment, and then act on it.

Application: Identify one important priority that has 
been set aside and take the next step to advance your true 
priority right now. 

3. Schedule the Big Rocks, Don’t Sort Gravel
Nature abhors a vacuum. Accordingly, open time in a 

person’s schedule will almost always get filled. Productive 
people take control of their schedules and plan the most 
important activities in advance, the big rocks so to speak. 

Application: Take half an hour to plan out next week. 
Review items on your prioritized task list and schedule 
them into your calendar as appointments. Life will fill in 
the gaps. Review your calendar each evening to plan for 
the day ahead and evaluate the day behind.

4. Rule Your Technology, Don’t Let It Rule You
In the name of convenience, technology can be very 

loud. Everything blips, pings and dings in an effort to 
remind users to use it. However, chasing down the source 
of the next alert isn’t a productive way to spend a day. 
Instead, users can activate filters to make technology 
work for them and silence alerts on noncritical 
applications — like social media.

Application: Learn how to use filters or rules on your 
email client to sort important email messages from 
distracting clutter. Silence your cell phone and turn 
off social media alerts when you’re in the middle of 
something important.

5. Fuel Your Fire, Don’t Burn Out
Everyone knows that diet and exercise are keys to 

physical fitness, but most people don’t realize how critical 
those factors are for mental fitness. The brain requires 
vast amounts of energy and oxygen to function properly. 
Feed it by getting your blood flowing regularly.

Application: The obvious application is to exercise and 
eat right, but to get you started, try parking farther from 
your office or the store than you usually do and taking 
the stairs when going four floors or fewer. Stand and 
walk around when you’re on the phone (just be mindful 
about being a distraction to your co-workers).

Conclusion
Productivity isn’t a destination; it’s a journey, and 

these applications are just the start. Kogon says, “The 
key is to always be mindful. You have to live in your 
thinking brain, not your reactive one.” When you pause 
what you’re doing, clarify whether it’s important and 
then decide to do important things, you’ll increase your 
productivity and your satisfaction. Get started today and 
leave the busy for busy’s sake world behind.

You can find more information and examples in  
“The 5 Choices: The Path to Extraordinary 
Productivity,” published by Simon & Schuster,  
or by visiting www.the5choices.com.



27  May/June 2015 Cruller from Day’s Market

300 WAKARA WAY | 801.585.0556 | WWW.REDBUTTEGARDEN.ORG

GREEK THEATRE
September 26 & 27

GARDEN AFTER DARK
October 22-24, 29 & 30

AWESOME AUTUMN
Bonsai Show: October 10 & 11
Orchid Show: November 7 & 8

FALL PLANT SALE
September 25 & 26

four seasons - a million reasons
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“There are more  
 ghosts than  
 people in Ogden’s  
 Egyptian Theatre.”

Grimm Ghost Tours Bus

— Kristen Clay, owner and director of Story Tours:  
 Ogden and Salt Lake City Ghost Tours.
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What’s not to love about sauntering through the streets of a 
historic city listening to an actor-turned-tour guide regale you 
with fascinating bits of creepy history — especially during the 
Halloween season?

Why We Love Them

By Gail Newbold

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Ben Lomond Hotel

ghost tours

25th Street in Ogden

25th Street in Ogden

Rio Grande building in Salt Lake City
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“From Ogden’s Union Station to the old Ben 
Lomond Hotel, there were more murders 
than on any other street in the nation during 
the 1920s. Even Al Capone wouldn’t walk 
down 25th Street without a bodyguard.”  
— Kristen Clay.

Devereaux Mansion in Salt Lake City

25th Street in Ogden

Ghost tours are cropping up around the world as a fun 
way for tourists and locals alike to explore the terrain in 
an entertaining way. Cities like New Orleans, Louisiana; 
Savannah, Georgia; Salem, Massachusetts; and Seattle, 
Washington are especially popular sites due to their often 
morbid histories replete with grisly murders, catastrophic 
fires, epidemics and the like. Closer to home, places like 
Park City, Odgen and Salt Lake City, Utah; Twin Falls, 
Idaho; and Jackson Hole, Wyoming, offer ghost tours. 

People go on ghost tours for a host of reasons: They like 
being scared. They are entertained by costumed actors who 
weave history and humor into ghostly tales. They enjoy 
being taken to places they wouldn’t otherwise visit. They 
believe in ghosts and want to talk about their experiences.

“Whether or not you believe in ghosts, it’s fun 
to hear stories that stretch your perspective 
of what’s real.” — Gabrielle Ernest, ghost tour 
aficionado who recently enjoyed Grimm’s 
“Outer Reaches” tour in Salt Lake City. She has 
gone on 10 ghost tours in the past few years.

“Our ghost tours are meant to both scare and amuse, and 
to give the history of Salt Lake City in a way you might not 
already know,” says Paul Wheeler, owner of Salt Lake City’s 
Grimm Ghost Tours (www.grimmghosttours.com). “It’s fun 
and informational stuff.”

Rob Newey, owner of Park City Ghost Tours  
(www.parkcityghosttours.com), says he loves straight 
history tours himself, sans the ghosts, but thinks most 
people wouldn’t pay for them. “People really like the 
haunting aspect and all the personal stories we tell,” he 
says. “Our primary goal is to inform and to entertain.”

“Yes, I definitely think there are ghosts out 
there. There’s no other way to explain it, 
honestly.” — Paul Wheeler, owner of Grimm 
Ghost Tours, Salt Lake City.

Do people on ghost tours really believe in spirits? And 
do their operators? 

“Some are firm believers who have experienced ghosts 
and haunting firsthand,” says Newey who owns Park City 
Ghost Tours with his wife, Lela, and with Erik Hutchins. 
“They tell me they’ve talked to ghosts or that they can 
see or feel them.” They’re generally the ones who show 
up for the tours toting a variety of ghost detecting devices 
from phone apps said to scan for ghosts to electronic 
equipment meant to pick up energy readings to cameras 
for photographing ghosts and orbs (balls of light).



Just try to keep your head down
Teton Pines Country Club invites you to enjoy a round or two of  

spectacular mountain golf on your next trip to Jackson Hole.   

Golf    Dining    Tennis    Memberships Available   
(307) 733-1005     info@tetonpines.com 

www.tetonpines.com

 

Join us for a Bus Tour 
or a Ghost Walk.         

Visit the great    
HAUNTS                          
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www.StoryTours.com 
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Clay says, “You don’t have to believe in ghosts to 
enjoy a good ghost story.” She wasn’t a believer  
when she started the first ghost tour company in Utah  
(www.storytours.com) in 2002 offering bus and walking 
tours. But she has since become one. 

“Now I can say I’ve met some (ghosts),” she says. “But 
we stay away from anything evil and dark. We offer fun 
family entertainment you can bring your kids to though 
some of the stories can be gruesome and bizarre.” She 
recommends that children be age 7 or older to attend.

Newey claims to be kind of a skeptic. “At the same 
time,” he says, “I believe people are really feeling the 
things they tell me regarding their experiences with 
ghosts. But until a ghost sits next to me and tells me who 
he is, I don’t know.” 

Peery’s Egyptian Theatre

Ben Lomond Hotel
Photo by Julie M. Bradford
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“We don’t allow our storytellers to tell any 
stories that aren’t first- or second-hand 
accounts or historically documented. We want 
our tours to be as authentic as possible. But 
we are storytellers.” — Kristen Clay

If there’s one thing all three tour operators agree on, 
it’s that their stories are true. All claim to have researched 
newspaper archives and conducted interviews when possible.

“I love history and finding out background information 
that isn’t in the history books,” Wheeler says. “That’s why 
we call our company Grimm, because we tell stories that 
are quite different from the fairytales you’ve been told.” 
He is proud of the awards his company has garnered since 
opening in 2012, such as “Best Utah Tour” by City Weekly 
and “Best City Tour” on KSL’s Salt Lake Hot List. His 
company conducts its tours by bus, with guests exiting the 
bus at various “haunted” locales along the route.

A retired school teacher, Newey also enjoys history. He 
and Hutchins did extensive research in museum archives 
and by searching old copies of the Park City Record 
before opening for business five years ago. “We ended up 
with hundreds of stories of people who lived and died on 
Park City’s Main Street and those who claimed to have 
been haunted by them,” Newey says. 

Last year they began conducting ghost tours in Jackson 
Hole, Wyoming, during the summer. “Our Jackson tours 
are more history tours disguised as ghost tours because 
there are less hauntings but some are quite gruesome,” 
Newey says. “Jackson is a western ranch town as 
opposed to Park City, which was a mining town with lots 
of brothels and bars.”

Tours conducted by the companies above range in 
price from $10 to $25. They are held in the evening year-
round and last approximately one-and-a-half hours. The 
tours make for great date nights. Most claim to be kid 
friendly but with parental discretion advised. Christmas 
ghost tours are available after Thanksgiving. Detailed 
information for the companies mentioned in this article 
and many more can be found online by searching for 
ghost or story tours.

Download the Zions Bank
Community iPad app to see 
additional photos and video.
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Perspiration beads on Val Bandmann’s brow as she sets overflowing 
platters of tropical fruit, teriyaki chicken, white sticky rice and kalua 
pork onto tables in the blazing 85-degree sun.  

Her family’s business, Island Style Luaus, is producing a Hawaiian 
luau for a Utah company’s employee party. They’ve been setting up 
since 4 p.m. But preparations actually began two days ago when 
Val, husband Keola and two of their four children marinated and 
slow-cooked the meat and chopped up fruits and vegetables. 
And more than a decade ago, Val and Keola prepped their 
children in the fine art of Polynesian dancing — teaching 
them the dances of their father’s Hawaiian lineage, as well 
as those from New Zealand, Tahiti and Samoa.

By Gail Newbold

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Islanders Keep Heritage Alive

A FAMILY AFFAIR
LUAUS
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Hiring a Luau
The Bandmann family is unique in that they offer 

both food and entertainment. Most online searches 
reveal one or the other — a Polynesian entertainment 
group or a food catering service. Not to worry, however. 
If you want to hire and host a luau, most independent 
catering and entertainment companies work in tandem 
or can make recommendations. 

Many are just like the Bandmanns — hardworking 
Polynesian families motivated to keep their heritage alive 
and share the aloha spirit while hosting your wedding, 
grandpa’s 80th birthday party or your daughter’s high 
school graduation.

Quick-change Artists
It’s time for the guests to arrive. The Bandmanns dash 

to the changing tent to throw off their sweaty jeans and 
T-shirts in favor of brightly colored muu muus, aloha 
shirts and lava lavas. No longer just caterers, they are 
hosts, greeting guests with smiles, alohas and shell leis. 
After the guests finish eating, the Bandmanns change 
clothes again for their next role as performers. They sing, 
dance and strum, changing costumes four more times. 
Keola, at age 45, brings down the house with a mean fire-
knife dance while the audience whoops and hollers. 

Back in work clothes, they pack up the leftover food, 
dishes, tables, sound equipment and changing tent, and 
then drive home, put everything away and collapse.

Not About the Money
“It a lot of work,” Val says. “And it’s not about the 

money, because truthfully, we don’t make a lot.” Rather, 
it’s about keeping her husband’s heritage alive and 
working together as a family. Val is Caucasian; Keola is 
part German, part Hawaiian. The couple owns a home 
on the Big Island where they spend half of each year. 
Keola’s uncles taught him to cook traditional Hawaiian 
food; his ancestors were singers and dancers; and his 
great grandfather was a member of the Royal Hawaiian 
Band, founded in 1836 by King Kamehameha III. While 
attending BYU-Hawaii, Keola danced for the Polynesian 
Cultural Center’s night show.

This page: The Bandmann family performing various polynesian dances.
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Authentic Island Food
Ten years ago, when the Bandmanns created Island 

Style Luaus, they used traditional underground imus — a 
cooking method no longer allowed by the state’s health 
department for commercial ventures. So Keola and Val 
figured out a way to cook their meat in “certain ovens” 
at low temperatures for long periods of time.

“I won’t disclose what we use, but it’s not a crock pot 
and we don’t wrap our food in foil,” Val says. “We use 
banana leaves and sometimes ti and taro leaves. Keola has 
perfected the taste so that even a fellow Hawaiian can’t 
tell it’s not cooked in an imu.” The couple can prepare 
almost any traditional Hawaiian dish requested (lomi lomi 
salmon, haupia, macaroni salad, lilikoi or guava cake) but 
most people stick with the basics — kalua pig, salad, fruit 
skewers, dinner rolls and coconut cakes. 

Making Memories
“I love doing this,” Val says. “My kids are with us all 

the time. They’ve learned a good work ethic and are so 
loving and caring, which is what the Hawaiian culture is 
about. And it’s such a great feeling when people are so 
happy with what we’ve done. When they tell us they love 
the food and what a great family we have. I tell my kids, 
‘You’re making memories for these people. They will 
remember you the rest of their lives.’ That’s what keeps 
me going.”

Fifteen-year-old daughter Ke’olani has been dancing 
since age 3 and mirrors her mother’s sentiments: “I love 
sharing our culture with people who don’t get to fly to 
Hawaii. And I love the hula. It’s something I couldn’t live 
without. If I’m upset or frustrated, I turn on my iPod and 
dance. It makes me feel calm.”

Teriyaki chicken, fresh mango and Asian salad 

Kimo Bandmann (right) and a friend put leis on guests.

Kahlua Pork Asian Salad Teriyaki chicken

Coconut cupcakes
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Beyond Glaze

If you’re ambitious, you can make your own luau 
food. Here are a few recipes from the Bandmanns to get 
you started.

Lomi Lomi Salmon
4 cups salted salmon, diced
12 tomatoes, diced
4 small Maui onions, or other sweet onions, diced
1 cup green onion, thinly sliced

Mix all ingredients and serve the lomi lomi salmon on 
top of crushed ice in a chafing dish.

Pani Popo (Hawaiian Coconut Bread)
1 (12-ounce) package frozen dinner rolls, thawed, let rise
1 (10-ounce) can coconut milk
4 tablespoons sweetened condensed milk
3/4 cup white sugar (add to taste)

Coat a 9-by-13-inch baking dish with cooking spray. 
Coat your hands with cooking spray or shortening and 
roll the dough balls in your hands so that they have a 
light coating. Place in the prepared dish. Set aside in 
a warm place to rise until doubled, up to two hours. 
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees. In a small bowl, stir 
together coconut milk, sweetened condensed milk and 
sugar. Pour mixture over the top of the rolls as evenly 
as you can. Bake for 30 minutes in a preheated oven 
until golden brown. Let cool for a few minutes before 
separating and serving.

Haupia Cake
Haupia cake is white cake with haupia coconut 

pudding between the layers, frosted with a gelatin 
whipped cream frosting and topped with coconut.

Cake Batter:
1 package white cake mix (for a 9-by-13-inch pan)
1 cup coconut milk
2/3 cups water
2 egg whites

Prepare cake mix according to package directions 
using 2/3 cup of the coconut milk, water and egg whites. 
Cool cake, remove from pan and split carefully into three 
layers.

Haupia Filling:
2 cups coconut milk
1/2 cup sugar
1/4 teaspoon salt 
3 tablespoons cornstarch
1/2 cup water
1 teaspoon vanilla

In a saucepan heat coconut milk (do not boil). Mix 
sugar, salt and cornstarch with water; stir into hot 
coconut milk. Cook, stirring constantly, until mixture 
thickens (cook over low heat to avoid curdling). Stir in 
vanilla and cool.

Topping:
1 tablespoon unflavored gelatin
2 cups heavy cream
6 tablespoons sugar
1 teaspoon lemon extract 
Shredded coconut to taste

Reserve top cake layer; spread haupia filling on the 
remaining layers. Chill layers until filling is set. While 
layers are chilling, soften gelatin in remaining 1/3 cup 
coconut milk; dissolve over hot water. Cool. Whip cream; 
fold in gelatin mixture, sugar and extract. Stack chilled 
cake layers; frost with whipped cream mixture. Sprinkle 
cake with coconut.

Lomi Lomi Salmon

Pani Popo
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With a population of only about 222 
people, Boulder, Utah, could be seen as a 
speck on a map as travelers plan a route 
to bigger and better places. But potential 
visitors would be remiss not to stop and 
explore, as the town and its immediate 
surroundings pack a surprisingly big 
culinary and scenic punch. 

BOULDER UTAH

BUT

By Farrah Lamoreaux
Photos by Kevin Kiernan

MIGHTY
TINY

Pumpkin Almond Bread Pudding at Hell’s Backbone Grill
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The city is set at the foothills of Boulder Mountain, 
known for excellent hiking and an abundance of small 
lakes (approximately 80), most of which are managed as 
fisheries and considered to have some of the best brook 
trout in the area. 

Boulder is also home to the Anasazi State Park 
Museum, where visitors can explore an Anasazi village 
believed to be occupied from A.D. 1050 to 1200. 
Excavations of the site uncovered 97 rooms, 10 pit 
structures and hundreds of thousands of artifacts. Inside 
the museum, visitors can view artifacts and explore 
interactive exhibits, while a short trail outside leads to 
the original site ruins and a life-sized, six-room replica of 
an ancient dwelling. Anasazi State Park

Anasazi State Park

Anasazi State Park

Anasazi State Park
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Boulder
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Ready to Eat?

Boulder, surprisingly, is home to a restaurant that 
enjoys one of the highest Zagat ratings in all of Utah. 
Hell’s Backbone Grill, set on the scenic grounds of the 
upscale Boulder Mountain Lodge, has been featured in 
notable national publications including the Wall Street 
Journal, Sunset, Bon Appetit and many more. 

The restaurant’s menu features sustainably grown 
vegetables, fruit, herbs and flowers from its own organic 
farm, as well as locally raised grass-fed and finished lamb 
and beef, and eggs from 130 heritage-breed hens. Advance 
reservations for dinner are strongly recommended, 
but if you can’t snag a table, foodies can purchase the 
restaurant’s cookbook, “With a Measure of Grace: The 
Stories and Recipes of a Small Town Restaurant,” which 
features 65 favorite recipes from the restaurant.

Seeking something a little less fancy? Boulder Mayor 
Bill Muse recommends a restaurant particularly popular 
with a younger crowd and locals. Located just down the 
street from Hell’s Backbone, the Burr Trail Grill serves 
more than 10 specialty burgers paired with an extensive 
selection of Utah brewed beers and a unique assortment 
of handcrafted pies and ice cream.

Corn tortillas, torn and toasted, smothered in an authentic red chile sauce with jack cheese served with a 
sage potato pancake, brown rice and beans, and a just-made flour tortilla.

Hell’s Backbone Grill Cookbook

Hungry Haymaker at Hell’s Backbone Grill: Biscuits and 
gravy of local pork sausage with a set of potato pancakes 
and two eggs.

The Breakfast Jenchilada at Hell’s Backbone Grill: 
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Beyond Glaze

Exploring the Surrounding Area
After fueling up on Boulder’s best grub, take a short 

jaunt east to Grand Staircase-Escalante National 
Monument via the Burr Trail, which begins in Boulder 
on Highway 12 before ultimately forking south to Lake 
Powell or north to Capitol Reef National Park. The Burr 
Trail covers about 68 miles altogether and winds through 
stunningly scenic sandstone beauty and colorful canyons. 

If hiking is your thing, one of the premier day hikes 
in the area — Calf Creek Falls — is a mere 12 miles out 
of town on Highway 12, a scenic highway considered 
one of the most beautiful in the nation. A Southern 
Utah landmark and the major feature of the Calf Creek 
Recreation Area, this 5-1/2 mile round-trip hike to 
the 125-foot-high Lower Calf Creek Falls meanders 
past sandstone canyons, beaver and trout ponds, and 
prehistoric rock art. Though the hike can be strenuous, 
especially in warm weather, the falls at the end plunge 
into a cold, deep pool and provide a shady respite that 
makes it well worth the effort.

Either before or after the hike, stop at Kiva 
Koffeehouse & Kottage, a tiny family owned bed-
and-breakfast and café located just 1.5 miles from the 
Calf Creek Recreation Center. Perched on the side of a 
mountain overlooking the Escalante River, Kiva is open 
seasonally from April to October and serves homemade 
soups, breads, sweets, coffee and cold drinks in an 
environment that capitalizes on panoramic views of the 
surrounding canyons. 

Or, visitors can stay in one of the Kottage’s two 
700-square-foot rooms that each include an oversized jetted 
tub, fireplace and spectacular scenery. Whether staying 
overnight or just grabbing a bite to eat in a beautiful 
environment, Muse classifies it as a can’t-miss stop.

All things considered, Boulder is definitely more than a 
speck on a map.

The Road to Hell’s Backbone

Featured local artistry at The Burr Trail Trading Post
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GRAND ENTRANCE  
ON THE         

GRAND STAIRCASE
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When the federal government christened Grand Staircase-Escalante National 
Monument in 1996, they could have taken a cue from the landscape and added a few 
more superlatives, naming it the Tallest, Best Staircase National Monument of All Time. 

By Ashley Sanders        Photos by Kevin Kiernan

4 Ways to Explore in Style

Calf Creek Gorge
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After all, the Grand Staircase area is superlative country: The 
largest exposure of cross-bedded sandstone surrounded by the 
highest forested plateau next to the most remote town in North 
America, in what used to be the largest sand desert in earth’s history. 
Here, you can ride impossible roads over unthinkable terrain and 
discover canyons that haven’t seen a human in hundreds of years. 

You can follow the course of an unlikely river, the Paria, as it 
carves its way through the Paunsaugunt Plateau until it heaves 
itself, exhausted, into the mighty Colorado. And, walking the 
desiccated canyons left in its wake, you can find traces of both 
ancient and contemporary peoples who left the art of their 
survival on the landscape, from Pueblo rock art to pioneer roads 
cut into solid rock.

What you might not find, however, is the staircase itself. That’s 
because — true to its name and the country around it — it is both 
too grand and too vast to be contained by the curvature of earth. 
It is a staircase made for giants traveling epic stretches of time, 
rising up from the bottom of the Grand Canyon and stepping 
toward the sky until it reaches the balcony of the earth in Bryce 
Canyon. Its risers are cliffs that come in riots of color, from the 
Chocolate Cliffs down south to the Vermillion, White, Gray 
and Pink Cliffs that shoulder up against the airy deep. Its treads 
represent eons of time in rocks left almost entirely undisturbed by 
the chaos and cataclysms of geologic upheaval. 

Divided into three distinct sections: the Grand Staircase, the 
Kaiparowits Plateau, and the Canyons of the Escalante, it’s a land 
that makes a person mix her metaphors. Some call the staircase a 

cake, its frosty pastel layers studded with sprinkles of fossil, tooth 
and bone, a wide bowl of Neapolitan desert dessert. Others have 
called it a library, with volumes of rock in precise chronological 
order, a well-kept archive of prehistoric dramas.

Whatever you call it, though, it will call to you, beckoning you 
to explore its hidden cottonwoods, its shaded alcoves, its weeping 
seeps. And with about 1.8 million miles to explore, you will need 
a guide. Don’t fret, astonished traveler! We’ve walked these stairs 
and culled our lists. Below you’ll find four ways you can make 
a grand entrance, whether you come from the Kanab/Big Water 
area on remote Highway 89 or on the equally primitive Highway 
12 from the Escalante/Boulder area. And don’t be looking for 
some sort of marble monument, because there isn’t one.

Hell’s Backbone Road
If you want to hike the slots and hollows of the lower canyons, 

you’ll want to arrive in style, and there’s no better way to do that 
than on Hell’s Backbone Road, a 38-mile stretch of Highway 
12 between the towns of Boulder and Escalante that more than 
earns its devilish name. Completed in 1933 by the dauntless 
Civilian Conservation Corps, the road careens down steep grades 
and around hairpin turns as the earth falls away around it, with 
1,900-foot drops on either side to the Death Hollow wilderness 
below. Shore up the last of your chutzpah for the 109-foot clatter 
over the wooden bridge of the same name, and then rest on your 
laurels while updating your bucket list. And remember — a 
picture is worth a thousand heart palpitations!

Calf Creek from Hell’s Backbone Road
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Petrified Forest State Park
If the Martian landscape is not bizarre enough for your 

tastes, head to the Petrified Forest State Park on the west 
edge of the town of Escalante, where nothing is as it seems. 
Here, ancient forests once buried in elemental muck have 
literally turned to stone, and visitors can walk a mile-long 
loop over eerie lava flows through a veritable bone yard 
of trees. The Fremont Indians described this region as a 
land of sleeping rainbows, and on the three-quarter-mile 
extension to the loop you can scramble over boulders and 
see just what they meant: Rather than turning a marbled 
white, the trees have ossified in Technicolor, and the 
ground looks almost littered with prisms. When you’re 
done clambering rocks, finish the day with a dip in the 
cool waters of nearby Wide Hollow Reservoir. 

Petrified Forest

Road to Buckskin Gulch

Petrified Forest
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The Gulches
Even in a land laden with superlatives, the gulches 

of the Grand Staircase take the prize. The path into 
Buckskin Gulch — the longest and deepest of any slot 
canyon in the Southwest — is both real and surreal 
at once. Surrounded by vaulting 400-foot cliffs and 
sandstone walls smoothed by water and barely wider 
than a body, a person can walk 20 miles without seeing 
anything but the next five feet of labyrinth. Coyote 
Gulch, wider and more conducive to casual adventure, 
boasts yawning alcoves and sandy beaches, with 
tinkling springs seeping out of red stone in small oases 
throughout. Hikers can wade (and, depending on the 
water levels, even swim) through narrow sections or 
in pools tucked away inside canyons. You can access 
Buckskin Gulch from the Paria Canyon turnoff on 
Highway 89, while Coyote Gulch can be accessed from 
the 40-mile Bench turnoff on Hole-in-the-Rock Road. 

Grosvenor Arch
On your way out of the monument, head down 

Highway 12 south of Cannonville to snag at least one 
arch sighting, or — since Grosvenor is a rare double-
arch — make that two. Its two openings perfectly frame 
an azure Utah sky and compose a perfect memory on the 
last stop of a perfect weekend. 

Escalante Creek

Grosvenor Arch

Download the Zions Bank
Community iPad app to see a 
video of Escalante Creek.
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Off the beaten path and not nearly as busy as Bryce 
Canyon and Arches National Parks, Kodachrome 
Basin State Park is sought by those who want to enjoy 
similarly spectacular views and strikingly colored 
rocks and rock formations but in a more intimate 
environment and in the company of far fewer visitors. 

KODACHROME  
BASIN  

STATE PARK
Monolithic Spires Offer Many Kodak Moments

By Farrah Lamoreaux

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Angel’s Palace Trail
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In fact, it was the incredible colors 
and contrasts on display at the 
park that prompted the National 
Geographic Society to name it after 
Eastman Kodak’s iconic color film — 
Kodachrome — in 1947. When the 
park was designated a State Reserve 
in 1963, permission was sought 
and obtained from the Kodak Film 
Corporation to officially retain what 
had been the unofficial name. 

Angel’s Palace Trail
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Land of Spires and Chimneys
Far smaller than Bryce — at around 3,000 acres versus Bryce’s nearly 36,000 — Kodachrome is 

surrounded by Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument on three sides. Its most distinctive 
features are the towering monolithic spires or chimneys that jut up from the valley floor or 
protrude from sandstone rocks in the canyon. Known as sedimentary pipes, nearly 70 have been 
identified in and around Kodachrome Basin State Park. 

The spires range from six- to 170-feet high and create an incredible backdrop for hiking, 
camping and horseback riding, in addition to providing inspiration to amateur and professional 
photographers alike. Many of the spires have been likened to familiar images and given names 
such as “Fred Flintstone” spire, which rises from bedrock, and “The Hat Shop,” a concentration 
of orange spires capped by sandstone slabs.
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Two Hikes Not to Be Missed 
Angel’s Palace Trail. Rising 150 feet above the basin 

floor, this easy to moderate 1.5-mile trail is open only 
to hikers and offers magnificent views of Kodachrome 
Basin, Bryce Canyon and the surrounding area. Park 
Manager Jon Wikan calls it his personal favorite. “It 
provides great elevated views of the stone pipes as you 
look down into the basin, and it’s a perfect one to do 
around sunset because when the sun shines on the red 
rocks, it really glows and puts on quite a fantastic show.” 

Panorama Trail. This 3-mile or 6-mile loop is open to 
hikers, horses and cyclists, and winds across the western 
side of the park, providing views of many of the most 
interesting geological features in the park, such as “Cool 
Cave,” “Secret Passage” and “The Hat Shop.” 

Download the Zions Bank Community iPad app 
to watch a video of a walk out onto the rim.

Panorama Trail

Panorama Trail

Angel’s Palace Trail
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Nearby Lodging
Redstone Cabins: Six modern cabins located inside 

Kodachrome Basin State Park feature refrigerators, 
microwaves, air-conditioning, bathrooms with showers, 
private porches with tables and chairs and outside 
charcoal barbecue grills. 

Kodachrome Campground: Positive reviews about this 
31-site campground abound online, with raves about the 
free hot showers. Wikan agrees: “Our campground is 
bar none superb and brings people back time and again. 
There is so much beauty and quiet solitude, and of course 
the night sky is incredible with a view of the stars so clear 
you can see the Milky Way.” Each campsite includes 
a picnic table, cement pad, fire pit and barbecue grill. 
Reservations open 16 weeks in advance and are strongly 
recommended from March to late October.

Grand Staircase Inn: Fifteen minutes from the entrance 
to the park, the Grand Staircase Inn is a very affordable 
family owned and operated hotel that is clean and quiet and 
features large, bright rooms, each with its own refrigerator. 

Angel’s Palace Trail

Panorama Trail

Panorama Trail
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Friends of Pathways is a small nonprofit with a big vision.
The Jackson, Wyoming, organization got its start in 1994 as a  

small grassroots group with a goal of creating a series of 
connected pathways and trails in the area to provide both 
locals and tourists with a safe, sustainable way to get around 
the community without using motorized transportation. 

By Farrah Lamoreaux
Photos courtesy of Friends of Pathways

Creating Safe, Sustainable Trails

FRIENDS OF  
PATHWAYS

Von Gontard pathway south of Jackson
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From One Mile to 50
That early advocacy and momentum led to the creation 

of the first mile of paved pathway in Jackson in 1996, 
and in the ensuing 19 years, the group led the creation of 
what is now more than 50 miles of paved pathways and 
trails in and around Jackson Hole and the Grand Teton 
National Park.  

“Our goal has always been sustainability and safety,” 
says Katherine Dowson, executive director. “We advocate 
for complete pathway networks that create a safe way 
for people to travel on foot or bike without having to 
compete with automobile traffic.”  

So far, the organization has been successful in doing 
just that. A recent survey showed that nine of 10 
respondents use Teton County’s pathways and trails; 
half say they use them frequently, including almost every 
other day in the summer and once every three days in the 
winter. Those numbers are exceptional compared with 
other communities in the West, said analysts from the 
company that conducted the survey. 

A Supportive Community
“The people who live here and visit here want to be 

outside and recreate, and the trails and pathways system 
enhances their ability to do so,” Dowson says. “Overall, 
we’ve had great community investment and buy in.” 

Last year, Teton County constructed a pedestrian 
and cyclist bridge spanning the Snake River. The final 
length of this pathway needed to connect the towns of 
Wilson and Jackson will be completed by the end of 
2015. Finishing this 6-mile span of pathway, which is 
a frequently traveled commuter route for both work 
and school, has taken almost eight years, and is the 
culmination of hard work by many local citizens and 
elected officials.

Friends of Pathways is currently advocating to 
complete a missing pathway link through the Moose-
Wilson Road corridor in Grand Teton National Park. 
“Right now that road is very risky for cyclists and 
automobiles to share, and having a separate pathway for 
nonmotorized users will increase safety and encourage 
more people to enjoy this beautiful area outside of their 
cars,” Dowson says.

Von Gontard pathway south of Jackson

Trail enthusiasts participate in National Trails Day
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Funding Takes Time
Why does it take so many years to completely connect 

pathway systems? “These projects are constructed in pieces, 
as funds are raised, and it does take a long time to secure 
the monies,” Dowson says. “Ultimately though, it’s very 
rewarding when they come together because people in the 
community see a project that they voted to put their sales-
tax dollars toward completed and available for their use.”

Dowson acknowledges that funding is a challenge. 
To date, pathways projects in Teton County have been 
largely funded through a local special purpose excise sales 
tax, as well as county, town and federal dollars, and in 
small part through private donations. As the gap widens 
between what government budgets provide and actual 
funds needed to develop and maintain trails, getting 
voter approval for tax funding and private donations has 
become even more critical. For more information about 
Friends of Pathways, or to make a donation, visit  
www.friendsofpathways.org.

The Moose-Wilson Pathway

Volunteers rebuild a popular 
hiking and cycling trail in 

Wilson Canyon
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Beyond Glaze

Allen Hoopes

Wyoming Telecom Innovator

By Amelia Nielson-Stowell

Photo by Kevin Kiernan

In the tech industry, reinvention is the name of the game. Just ask 
Allen Hoopes, chair and CEO of Silver Star Communications, a rural 
telecommunications business based in Freedom, Wyoming. His parents 
bought the company when it was a telephone provider during the 1950s. 
Hoopes never cringed at the rapid changes that plagued telephone 
companies once the Internet surged. He adapted.

Starting in the Trenches
Allen Hoopes began working for the company at age 13, 

digging trenches and laying cable to run telephone wires 
underground in the small town of Alpine, Wyoming. He 
spent his summers working for the company, with plans to 
attend medical school after high school. But the reality that 
a career in medicine would likely take him away from his 
beloved small town began to sink in at the same time the 
technology bug that interested his father began to infect 
young Allen Hoopes. After graduating from Brigham 
Young University with a business degree, Hoopes returned 
to the family business in 1986 as an assistant manager. He 
was its ninth employee.

Today, Silver Star Communications has 105 employees 
and caters to the digital consumer, offering broadband, 
mobile wireless, anti-virus security and, yes, still 
traditional phone service.

High-tech Jackson 
The company’s most recent milestone has state officials 

thrilled. Thanks to the help of grant money, Silver Star 
constructed a massive 120-mile fiber-optic network over 
both the Teton and Togwotee Passes into Jackson Hole. 
With the network expansion, Jackson became the first 
“gigabiz” community in Wyoming, allowing fiber customers 
to access the Internet at speeds up to one gigabit per second. 

Wyoming Gov. Matt Mead mentioned Silver Star’s 
progressive project (and specifically company president 
Ron McCue) during his 2015 state address, saying 
gigabit access “makes Wyoming a leader in broadband 
and a player in tech. We have not been called these things 
in the past, but we are now.”

Adds Allen Hoopes: “This is so important because if 
people are considering moving to those communities, 
they don’t have to take a backseat to the urban areas. 
People now have the capacity and capability to start a 
tech-based business in Jackson. We’re just on the cusp of 
seeing additional development in the area.”

The state wouldn’t have a growing Internet backbone 
without Silver Star’s partnership, says Flint Waters, 
Wyoming’s chief information officer. That partnership has 
given broadband access to state educational institutions and 
bolstered the state’s recruitment efforts for tech companies. 

“There’s no question that raising your family in 
the shadow of the Grand Tetons is an incredible 
opportunity,” Waters adds.

As for Silver Star’s future, Allen Hoopes, a 56-year-old 
father of five, is ready for more change. “The Internet 
capabilities will expand in ways you can’t even dream of 
today,” he says. 

Embracing the Internet
“Back in the early 1990s, we became one of the first 

smaller rural companies that embraced the Internet,” 
Hoopes says. “We changed our name to Silver Star 
Communications from Silver Star Telephone because we 
realized we could no longer be a telephone company.”

That kind of forward thinking comes from Hoopes’ 
dad, Melvin. Melvin Hoopes served in the Army Air 
Corps during World War II, rebuilding radios for B-24 
bombers that would fly over Germany.

“He was intrigued by technology,” Hoopes adds. “He 
felt communication was ultimately going to grow, and 
people would need more of it in the future.” Melvin 
Hoopes swapped a row crop farm in Idaho for stock in 
Silver Star in 1956.
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Steve Reeder

Fame and Fortune in Weston, Idaho

By Breanna Olaveson

Photo by Kevin Kiernan

Steve Reeder, a native of Weston, Idaho, says he “gypsied all over the 
Western United States trying to find fame and fortune” after graduating from 
college. Ironically, you could say he found it in, of all places, his hometown.

“I liked to say, ‘We’re not raising crops; we’re raising 
kids,’” Reeder says. “The farm wasn’t large enough 
to support the lifestyle that I and my family were used 
to, but it was a good place to raise a family, and that’s 
primarily why I went there in the first place. It was a 
good opportunity to give the kids a work ethic and to be 
able to spend a lot of time with them in a work setting.”

But seven years after leaving Fleetwood Enterprises, 
Reeder recognized a business opportunity. 

A company in Preston, Idaho, that manufactured horse 
trailers had recently gone bankrupt, leaving a crew of 
workers with no company. He hired them to help start 
his own business manufacturing horse trailers, and Trails 
West officially opened for business in June 1987.

Continuing to Grow
His business grew progressively through those first few 

years. Even now, almost three decades later, it continues 
to grow.

“In the very early years, I can remember thinking 
if we could just get to a point where we could build 
$65,000 worth of product per week, that would be a real 
milestone,” Reeder says. “Our weekly production has 
been in six figures now for a long time.”

As useful as Reeder’s prior experience in manufacturing 
was when starting the company, he says the people who 
work for Trails West are its greatest asset.

“I think one of the key elements to the success of the 
business is our management group,” he says. “I think it’s 
really important to select the right people to help you run 
your business. We also have an excellent workforce in 
our manufacturing facility. We’ve always tried to create 
an atmosphere where we’re one big team trying to create 
and market a good product.”

Giving Back
Reeder and his wife don’t take a lot of pleasure in 

material things. Instead, they use their money to support the 
community — though Reeder is hesitant to talk about it.

“Mostly, what we do is fairly behind the scenes,” he 
says. “I don’t want any recognition for it.”

The Reeders and Trails West have given generously to 
local schools — supporting both the construction of new 
athletic facilities and helping elementary schools purchase 
books and playground equipment.

“My wife and I just figure that where we’re in a position 
to make a difference in the community,” Reeder says. “Both 
Weston, where we lived before, and Thatcher, where we live 
now, are communities with a lot of really good people.”

But Reeder didn’t set out to become the owner of one 
of the largest companies in southeast Idaho. In fact, 
some of his children were already finished with high 
school before he even started his business, Trails West 
Manufacturing of Idaho Inc., which produces horse 
trailers and a large line of other products.  

Starting a Business
Reeder got his start in the industry when he worked 

for Fleetwood Enterprises, one of the world’s leaders in 
RV manufacturing at that time. After 10 years there, he 
decided to take his family back to Weston to work on the 
family farm.
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Speaking on Business
Hosted by Chris Redgrave
See www.speakingonbusiness.com for radio listings

Parma Post 
and Pole

It all started after Walt Sterling retired. His wife said he needed to do 
something to keep busy. He went to an auction, came home with pieces 
of equipment and started Parma Post and Pole. That was in 1982.

The company began with just two employees. Its 
mission was to provide fence poles and rails for Idaho’s 
high population of farmers. As word of its high-quality 
wood product spread, the company grew. In 1995, 
Sterling’s son Mike and his wife, Kristy, moved home 
to Parma and bought the business from dad. Under 
their leadership it has continued to grow, with its 35 
employees now supplying wood products across the 
United States.

Just a few years ago, the company expanded into wood 
furniture by purchasing an existing vendor. Red Mill 
Furniture, Parma Post’s furniture division, makes about 
250 pieces of furniture — everything from coat racks and 
entertainment centers to bar stools — made from aspen, 
pine and juniper. And the company can customize just 
about anything.

Awhile back, Kristy and Mike Sterling figured out the 
way to success is finding a niche and the right market. 
They thought, why make what everyone else makes? 
Why not step outside the big boxes and be different? 
Why not hire the best employees, surround themselves 
with the best advisers and then offer a better product 
with better service at a competitive price? Things have 
worked out well using this philosophy, and the Sterlings 
feel the sky is the limit for Parma Post and Pole.

As for dad? Well, he’s perfectly fine being retired but 
likes to put a hand in now and then, just to stay busy. 
The couple loves what they do at Parma Post and Pole 
and being a part of the Parma business community while 
raising a family. Life just doesn’t get better than this.

Parma Post and Pole
26940 Highway 20-26
Parma, ID 83666
208-722-6837
www.parmapostandpole.com

Walt Sterling
Photos by Kevin Kiernan
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Speaking on Business
Hosted by Chris Redgrave
See www.speakingonbusiness.com for radio listings

Planet Beach 
Wellness Spa

Many of us have so many responsibilities in life that we forget to take 
care of ourselves. And while it seems hard to prioritize when there are 
so many other things to take care of, self-care is critical to overall health, 
well-being and stress management. Carrie Baugh understands this and 
it’s why she opened Planet Beach Wellness Spa in Centerville, Utah.

Planet Beach Wellness Spa offers unlimited spa service 
in 30-minute increments for under $100 a month. The 
concept has been well-received. Within nine months of 
opening, she tripled her numbers and was listed among 
the Top 10 Planet Beach franchises nationwide.

Planet Beach uses automated technology that 
rejuvenates the entire body. The facility has 17 rooms, 
and each offers a different automated spa service in 
30-minute increments. Nothing is hands on, but spa 
consultants help clients get set up for treatments and 
personal beauty regimes. Every room is private, so clients 
enjoy the experience on their own. And there are many 
options, including chromium light therapy, hydration 
capsules, massage, slim capsule pods, red-light facial and 
hot box detox.

At the corporate level, Planet Beach has a research 
and development team constantly looking for ways to 
utilize the newest technologies for their spas. And with 
half-hour treatments, most people can find time in their 
schedule to visit the spa. Planet Beach has transformed 
the spa industry by creating a convenient and affordable 
spa concept. Now anyone can go to the spa on a weekly 
basis to relax and renew and improve overall health and 
wellness. The Planet Beach franchise is growing with 
new locations opening up across Utah. Learn more about 
becoming part of the spa and wellness revolution at 
planetbeach.com or by visiting any of the locations for a 
complimentary spa service.

Planet Beach Wellness Spa
330 N. Marketplace Drive 
Centerville, UT 84014 
801-298-0772
www.planetbeach.com

Carrie Baugh
Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Download the Zions Bank 
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the original radio spot.
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For nearly two decades, Jones has provided surveys 
and consulting services for prominent political figures 
as co-director of the thriving public opinion and market 
research firm Dan Jones & Associates in Salt Lake City. 
Until recently, he was a professor and lecturer at his 
alma mater, the University of Utah, where he received the 
honor of professor emeritus.  

Dan Jones

Pollster Reveals Idahoans’ Top Concerns

By Nicola McIntosh

Photo by  
Nicola McIntosh

Jones also conducts independent polling for the 
popular Idaho Politics Weekly newsletter sponsored by 
Zions Bank. Since Idaho Politics Weekly launched in 
January, Jones’ survey data has been closely watched, 
and has filled a void in the Gem State for public opinion 
research on issues of the day. 

No. 1 Issue in Idaho
“Education is the No. 1 issue for the state of Idaho (22 

percent), and it’s time you came along with it,” said Jones, 
who was raised in Pocatello and graduated from Idaho 
State University. “I can get anybody on the phone all night 
(talking about education), but they don’t want to pay for it.”

Next to education, Jones found that Idahoans are concerned 
about jobs (10 percent) and the economy (8 percent).

Favorite Presidential Candidate
Speaking about the crowded field of Republican 

presidential hopefuls, Jones said Jeb Bush is the 
favorite among Idaho Republicans, while Democrats 
are backing Hillary Clinton.

“Having two famous families in the same election will 
be interesting,” Jones said. His research found that 48 
percent of those surveyed believe George W. Bush hurts 
his brother’s campaign, while 29 percent say he helps it. 
On the other hand, 40 percent say Bill Clinton helps his 
wife’s campaign, while 33 percent say he hurts it.

“This is the one that’s worth your coming out,” Jones 
said, and revealed that while nearly half of Idahoans 
identify as conservative, Independent Party voters 
outnumber either party at 38 percent, and are generally 
more moderate than other voters. They choose to identify 
as Independent either because they don’t like the two 
major parties, or they are simply looking for the best 
candidate, regardless of affiliation. “When you are a one-
party state, you start fighting within your party,” he said. 
“Utah and Idaho are known for that.”

Idaho’s Next Governor
Regarding the 2018 gubernatorial election in Idaho, 

Jones said he doubted incumbent Gov. C.L. “Butch” 
Otter would seek a fourth term and predicted a “real 
fight” for the office. “By then, the majority of the 
Independents might be voting Democrat,” he said. 

That the majority of Idahoans believe the nation is 
headed in the wrong direction is disconcerting, Jones said, 
because it leads to less participation in government, not 
only in attracting candidates but also in voter turnout. 

Jones was animated as he advocated for all Americans 
to become more engaged in the political process and 
exercise their right to vote. “Democracy is not meant for 
the naïve, the apathetic or the lethargic,” he said. 

After decades as a pollster, professor of political science and consummate 
political insider, Dan Jones has his finger on the pulse of the American voter. 

“People are tired of partisan politics — they like the politician who will 
reach across the aisle and get something done,” Jones told 120 guests 
who attended a recent Zions Premier Wealth Management Speaker 
Series luncheon in Boise. Peppering his data points with humorous 
quips, Jones unveiled results from his latest survey of more than 600 
Idahoans on topics ranging from the slate of presidential hopefuls to the 
Boise State University Broncos.
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“Keeping the lines of communication open and 
clear along every step of the way is the most important 
part of providing good customer service,” says Jeremy 
Holmgren, senior mortgage loan officer for Zions 
Bank. “Communicating frequently and often with our 
customers is a priority.”

Let’s Talk 
Mortgages

4 Keys to Communicating With Customers

By James Rayburn

The mortgage process involves high stacks of documents and long lists of 
reviews and decisions. Too often, good communication gets lost along the way.

That’s why mortgage officers at Zions Bank make it a priority to keep 
customers informed throughout the entire process. Customers want 
to know where they stand from start to finish. They don’t like to be left 
guessing. Nor should they be.

Below are four ways mortgage officers for Zions Bank are 
striving to maintain good communication with customers.

1. Be responsive.
There are often hiccups in the mortgage process. More 

documents or information are needed. Clarifications are 
requested. Issues arise that need to be fixed and addressed.

Though mortgage officers have their plates full every 
day, they know how important that mortgage application 
is to each customer who wants a respectful, truthful, 
accurate and quick response.

“When a customer calls, we make ourselves available 
the best we can,” Holmgren says. “We answer calls and 
return messages promptly. We get back to them with an 
appropriate answer as quickly as we can. It’s all part of 
providing a good experience.”

This philosophy applies to borrowers, real estate agents 
representing buyers, appraisers, title companies and so forth.

2. Deliver the good news and the bad, 
professionally and quickly.

Customers may not always like some of the decisions 
made during the mortgage process, but they want the 
truth, delivered promptly and respectfully.

“As a mortgage officer and professional, it’s easy to 
deliver the good news,” Holmgren says. “But it’s just as 
important that we deliver the bad news. Shying away 
from bad news isn’t going to make it go away. The 
sooner we deliver news and the more professional we are 
in doing so, the sooner we can get to work on finding a 
solution. That’s the real service we’re trying to provide.”

3. Develop a game plan.
Every customer wants to know what needs to take 

place next. Working together to find solutions is the best 
response to any mortgage challenge.

“Whether it be good news or bad news or just a bump 
in the road, all parties need to have a game plan to keep 
the process going,” Holmgren says. “Customers ultimately 
just want to know what it’s going to take to get their 
financing needs met so they can buy or build their home.”

4. Never forget who keeps Zions in business.
Zions Bank mortgage officers strive to treat every 

customer as if they are the bank’s only customer. Good 
communication is vital in that relationship.

“With good communication, our customers are 
always going to have a good and positive experience,” 
Holmgren says. “When we stay reminded of who keeps 
us in business, we are able to provide a service that 
better establishes customer relationships for life, not 
just during one transaction.”
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Zions Direct
For self-reliant, hands-on investors, Zions Bank offers 

its online brokerage subsidiary Zions Direct — a do-
it-yourself investment avenue. Zions Direct investors 
develop their own strategies, call all the shots and pull 
the investment triggers.

“If clients prefer to make their own investment 
decisions, this is actually a very cost effective way for 
them to invest,” Schmidt says. “But for the client who 
needs advice, assistance and supervision, Zions now has a 
full-service brokerage.”

Zions Wealth Advisors
In late February, Zions created full-service brokerage 

options. Now, Zions Wealth Advisors can address clients’ 
needs by providing advice, assistance and supervision to 
investors who want to manage their investments themselves.

“We identified a gap we had in our platform, and now 
we’ve filled that gap,” Schmidt says.

This full-service brokerage offering has many of the 
same product offerings that clients get through Zions 
Direct. But rather than managing the investments 
themselves, clients receive initial and continuing 
investment advice.

“The majority of our clients are not comfortable 
enough to make their own investment decisions. We now 
have a solution for those clients,” Schmidt says.

How Full-service Serves
Wealth Advisors assess clients’ risk tolerance, establish 

an investment timeline and expected rate of return then 
help clients develop an investment plan.

“The client is actively involved in the investment 
decisions,” Schmidt says. “There are no investment 
decisions made without the client’s agreement to make 
the changes or to make the purchase.” 

Zions and its Wealth Advisors have aligned with a 
world-class brokerage management firm to ensure that all 
services fully comply with securities regulations.

“We’ve hired some of the smartest folks in the industry, 
because we want to deliver the highest value to our 
clients,” Schmidt says.

For more information on Zions Wealth Advisors’ full-
service brokerage offering, meet with a Wealth Advisor  
at any Zions Bank financial center or go online at  
www.zionsbank.com through the Wealth Management link.

Securities and advisory services are offered through LPL Financial, 
a Registered Investment Advisor. Member FINRA/SIPC. Insurance 
products are offered through LPL Financial or its licensed affiliates. 
The investment products sold through LPL Financial are not 
insured Zions First National Bank deposits and are not FDIC 
insured. These products are not obligations of Zions First National 
Bank and are not endorsed, recommended or guaranteed by Zions 
First National Bank or any government agency. The value of the 
investment may fluctuate, the return on the investment is not 
guaranteed and loss of principal is possible. 

Zions First National Bank and Zions Wealth Advisors are not 
registered broker/dealers and are not affiliated with LPL Financial.

There are primarily three types of investors — those who do it all 
themselves, those who prefer assistance from an investment expert  
and those who let the experts manage their investments.

“It’s rare that a bank provides service to all three types of investors, 
including full-service brokerage where any client, no matter how small 
or how large the investment, can go in and get some advice,” says Keith 
Schmidt, national director of Advisory Services for Zions. “But if you would 
like to invest, Zions now has a delivery channel tailored to the way you 
would like to invest.”

Zions Capital Advisors
Zions Premier Wealth Management meets the 

investment needs of its high-net-worth clients through 
its Zions Capital Advisors. After identifying objectives 
and developing a customized investment policy statement 
with each client, the advisors handle all managerial 
aspects of the investment portfolio.

“We change the investments as needed to stay in line 
with that investment policy statement and then meet 
periodically to review,” Schmidt says.

New Service Fills Gap in  
Zions Investment Platform

Full-service 
Brokerage

By James Rayburn



NURTURE AND 
PROTECT ALL THAT 
YOU’VE WORKED FOR.

Our Premier Wealth Management Group offers a full suite of services to help you make 

the most of what you’ve worked to earn. To schedule an appointment with a wealth 

management consultant, call 888-290-8488 or visit zionsbank.com/wealth.
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One class is run by the Salt Lake County Business 
Alliance and held at the Granite Technical Institute, 
while the other is run by the Sandy Area Chamber of 
Commerce and held at the Larry H. Miller Campus of 
Salt Lake Community College. Each class culminates in 
a competition that provides students the chance to pitch 
their company idea to an investor panel, with the winners 
taking home investment and scholarship money.

“We are thrilled to support this next generation of 
creativity and innovation,” says Mike Winder, vice president 
of community development and director of entrepreneurship 
programs for Zions Bank. “These kids are gaining amazing 
real-world experiences and learning what it takes to solve 
problems and start a business. The future is in good hands.”

Shark Tank Event 
A Shark Tank Investor Panel event held in May at 

the Loveland Living Planet Aquarium in Draper, Utah, 
in front of a real shark tank featured 15 “companies” 
from the Sandy Chamber Young Entrepreneur Academy 
competing for prizes totaling $12,500.

McKinley Gardner and Laura Mabey won the prize for 
top business with Socquet, a game combining soccer and 
croquet and will present their idea at the YEA regionals 
in Phoenix.

Peyton Feurer, founder of Pull and Fit Trash Bags, was 
awarded a $1,000 housing scholarship and guaranteed 
admission to the University of Utah’s Lassonde 
Entrepreneur Studios.

Kimberly Watkins, director of public relations for the 
Sandy Area Chamber of Commerce and YEA program 
manager, says, “The students in the Young Entrepreneurs 
Academy come to the program excited and almost giddy 
to begin their own business. The program harnesses 
their excitement and keeps the class entertaining through 
guest speakers, field trips and the Shark Tank Investor 
Panel event. The community support around these 
students is phenomenal. From mentors to guest CEOs or 
entrepreneurial investors, these prominent leaders and 
companies take the chance to encourage the upcoming 
generation to create their own business and future.”

Investor Panel Awards $8,000 
The Salt Lake County Business Alliance’s YEA held its 

Investor Panel event in April at the Crystal Inn in West 
Valley City, Utah, where a total of $8,000 was awarded 
to nine student startups. 

Ethan McQuarrie, founder of Little Skill Toys, 
was selected as the grand prize winner and chosen to 
represent the cohort at YEA regionals in Phoenix, while 
Miles Chisolm, founder of Annex Entertainment, was 
awarded a $1,000 housing scholarship to the University 
of Utah’s Lassonde Entrepreneur Studios.

Other business ideas included a website for student job 
seekers, protective gear for longboarders, a travel blanket/
pillow combination and an alternative camping cot.

Chris Rawle writes for Beehive Startups, an online news 
organization covering the tech and startup ecosystem in Utah. 
Visit beehivestartups.com.

It’s never too early to become an entrepreneur. That’s the lesson some 
Utah kids are learning with the help of two Young Entrepreneur Academy 
classes where young students learn how to launch real businesses.

Primarily sponsored by Zions Bank and promoted by the Kauffman 
Foundation and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the weekly after-
school classes are dedicated to redefining entrepreneurship education 
in America. 

By Chris Rawle

Photos courtesy of the Sandy Area Chamber of Commerce

Bank Supports Next 
Generation’s Innovation

Young Entrepreneurs 
Launch Real Businesses

Students from the Sandy Chamber Young Entrepreneur Academy compete at a Shark 
Tank Investor Panel in May at the Loveland Living Planet Aquarium in Draper, Utah.
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Beyond Glaze

Who’s Going to Run
Generally, when a president is term limited, the vice 

president is ready to step in to carry the mantle of the 
previous administration. This is the path George H. W. 
Bush followed after the administration of President Ronald 
Reagan. It would seem, therefore, that Vice President Joe 
Biden would be the automatic lead for Democrats. 

However, because of the presence of Hillary Clinton on 
the Democrat side, most mainstream contenders for the 
presidency have remained on the sidelines. Some people 
have entered the race for the Democratic nomination, but 
this race is essentially Clinton’s to lose. 

On the Republican side, the field is wide open with 
many contenders. There are more major Republican 
candidates for president than any time in history and no 
one seems to be a clear leader. 

Early Primary States
With so many in the presidential race this cycle, the 

process of narrowing the field and selecting the right 
candidate is important. 

Soon, the contenders will focus their attention on the 
early primary states. These states include Iowa, New 
Hampshire, South Carolina and Nevada, among others. 
Technically, the purpose of the presidential primary 
process is to select delegates to attend the National 
Democratic and Republican Conventions who will 
then select their candidate for president. Also, while 
this is called the presidential primary process, states 
use a variety of methods to determine their preferred 
candidate, including both elections and caucuses, where 
political party members gather to vote.

These early voting states have also become a means 
for candidates to build support and gain momentum. 
A win in one of the early states can give a candidate 
a strong boost and add legitimacy to a campaign. 
Conversely, those candidates who cannot garner support 
in the early states tend to drop out relatively quickly, 
as it becomes increasingly difficult to raise money to 
continue on the campaign trail. 

Is It Worth Running?
Given the difficulty of mounting a presidential campaign, 

raising money, traveling the country and sacrificing time and 
resources, some wonder why anyone would want to do it. 
While the presidential campaign process is difficult and time 
consuming, it provides the benefit of attracting attention to 
a candidate, promoting an agenda or remaining an active 
participant in the national debate.  

The American process of selecting a president is unique 
and inefficient, but it has arguably produced some of 
the best leaders our world has seen. It is a process that, 
while difficult, has worked for many generations and will 
probably last for many more to come.

Paving the 
Way for a  
New President

What to Expect Over the Next Year

By Robert Spendlove 
Zions Bank’s Economic and Public Policy Officer

Every four years our nation goes through a uniquely American ritual of 
picking the next president. The 2016 presidential race could be one of 
the most interesting races in generations because the field of possible 
finalists is wide open and in constant flux. Also, campaign spending 
could approach $5 billion in this cycle, which would be more than double 
the cost during the 2012 presidential election. The reason for this is the 
lack of a clear frontrunner with President Barack Obama approaching 
the end of his second term and constitutionally prohibited from running 
again. The field of contenders is wide open.



Advancing

Sooner or later, odds are that you’re going to develop a cataract 
or two. By age 80, more than half of all Americans either have a 
cataract or have had cataract surgery. Typically, this condition—a 
clouding of the normally transparent lens in the eye—shows up after 
age 65.

The Moran Eye Center offers more lens implant options and more 
surgeons than any eye care practice in the Intermountain West. With 
over 35 physicians, including 12 specializing in cataract surgery, the 
University of Utah’s John A. Moran Eye Center can handle all your 
vision care needs.

For Astigmatism we offer:
• IQ Toric lens 
• ZCT Tecnic Toric lens

For Multifocal vision 
options we offer:
• Restor Multifocal Family 
 2.50 add

3.00 add
 4.00 add

• Tecnis Multifocal Family
 2.75 add
 3.25 add
 4.00 add

We have over 35 specialty physicians and 11 
optometry providers to serve you at 11convenient 
locations throughout the Wasatch Front.

Moran Eye Center

Visit us at moraneyecenter.org  |  801-581-2352  |  Toll Free 877-248-6374

LenSx® Femtosecond Laser for 
Blade-Free Cataract Surgery
The LenSx® from Alcon is the fi rst 
femtosecond laser cleared for use 
in cataract surgery. This advanced 
laser technology allows surgeons to 
easily and precisely perform the most 
challenging steps in cataract surgery.

LenSx® Femtosecond Laser

The Moran Eye Center’s
Cataract specialists:
Bala Ambati, MD, PhD
Bill Barlow, MD
Craig Chaya, MD
Alan S. Crandall, MD
Bradley J. Katz, MD PhD
Amy Lin, MD
Nick Mamalis, MD
Mark D. Miffl in, MD
Jeff Pettey, MD 
Randall J Olson, MD, Dept. Chair
Geoffrey Tabin, MD
Norm A. Zabriskie, MD

Cataract Surgery
With state-of-the-art lens designs 
your eyes don’t have to act their age.
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Community Impact
In addition to providing jobs for members of the 

military, the defense industry also supports employment 
for civilians and contractors. The 2014 Economic Impact 
Statement released by Hill Air Force Base in northern 
Utah indicated that almost 65 percent of its personnel are 
civilian contractors and private businesses, amounting to 
more than $970 million in payroll spending.  

Construction and procurement contracts also increase 
military spending in the community and provide 
employment opportunities for local workers. A 2011 
study produced by Mountain Home Air Force Base in 
southwestern Idaho indicated that $138 million was used 
to support such projects.

The presence of a military facility within a community 
also benefits the housing market. Only seven percent of 
military personnel at Hill Air Force live on base, while 
the remaining 93 percent live in the community.

The Business of Defense
Beyond employment and housing, military installations 

such as Utah Test and Training Range improve the 
economy by attracting military personnel from around 
the country to train at the facilities. As the largest 
overland weapon footprint range in the continental 
United States, the training range hosts troops from all 
over the world who pay to use its unique facility. In 
addition to offering specialized training opportunities, 
the Utah Test and Training Range is also used to perform 
cutting-edge weapons testing. 

According to Col. Paul “Buster” Delmonte, operations 
such as these feed valuable out-of-state dollars into the local 
economy. “It is crucial for us to preserve the Utah Test and 
Training Range as a national asset,” he says. Delmonte also 
points out that a proposed buffering of existing defense 
department land will enable the training range to test 
weapons to a greater capacity, thus increasing its visibility as 
an attractive resource for the U.S. defense industry.

Inviting New Opportunities
When military facilities remain relevant, they are 

primed to take on new opportunities and continue 
their economic viability. For instance, Hill Air Force 
Base is poised to receive the first F-35 of its new fleet 
in September. This jet sports the most advanced and 
expensive weapons system ever developed by the U.S. 
Military and places the base in the forefront of military 
weapons technology. Delmonte notes, “The F-35 will 
guarantee decades of viability for Hill Air Force Base.”

Maximizing Resources
Fiscal responsibility regarding military assets is also 

crucial in maximizing positive economic outcomes. This 
can be achieved by streamlining existing resources and 
investing in technological upgrades.

Through strategic restructuring, the Department of 
Defense can maintain aging infrastructure in a more cost-
effective manner and redirect savings toward the type of 
technological advancements necessary to remain relevant 
in meeting today’s national security challenges. Maj. 
Aaron M. Drake, Utah National Guard and State Judge 
Advocate, notes that reinvestments into infrastructure can 
not only help the economies of individual states, but can 
also provide a model of efficiency throughout the nation.

Planning for the Future
In order for communities to continue to profit from 

the economic benefits of the defense industry, military 
facilities must remain relevant and efficient. Initiatives 
such as bolstering existing infrastructure, streamlining 
resources and investing in new technology will help local 
military installations remain viable and valuable in an 
increasingly competitive industry.

How Defense Spending  
Promotes Local Economies

By Robert Spendlove 
and Deborah Speed

The United States leads the world in defense spending, putting 
the nation at the forefront of global military powers. While these 
expenditures are essential for national defense, they are also a boon 
to the economy, both nationally and locally. 



Welcome to the Neighborhood! 
 

downtownrising.com

Liberty Crest: When completed this 6-story residential project by Cowboy 

Partners will feature plentiful amenities – rooftop terrace spaces support 

outdoor cooking with comfortable furnishings and warming fire features 

provide a relaxing atmosphere across the seasons. Coming Fall 2016. 
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An all-too common mistake made by business owners 
is assuming that a name is available for use so long as the 
appropriate government agency approves its registration. 
However, registration of a trade or business name does 
not mean the business has trademark clearance to use 
that particular name. Accordingly, business owners can 
reduce the risks associated with selecting and using a 
business name by understanding the following:

1. Trade names are distinct from trademarks. A trade 
name is the legal name under which a company does 
business. However, a trademark is any word, logo, 
symbol, device or virtually anything else that identifies 
the source or origin of goods and services. In simpler 
terms, a trade name is the company’s legal name, and the 
trademark is a company’s brand. 

2. Trade names may also constitute trademarks. While 
trade names are not the same as trademarks, a trade 
name can become a trademark if it is used to identify a 
source of goods or services. Businesses often use their 
trade names as trademarks for this purpose. In these 
cases, the trade names have the same risks associated 
with trademarks.

3. Trade names and trademarks have different 
standards for use and registration. So long as a trade 
name is not identical to any other registered trade name, 
a state agency will likely approve and register its use 
as a business name. On the other hand, the standard 
applied to trademarks is the likelihood of confusion with 
other marks. While changing a letter or character may 
be sufficient to distinguish it from other trade names, 
a trade name used as a trademark may run afoul of 
trademark laws and the user may be liable for trademark 
infringement to prior users of confusingly similar marks.

For instance, the name Google X, LLC might be 
registered as a trade name so long as it is not identical 
to any other registered name. However, using this 
name as a trademark will likely expose the business to 
significant infringement claims by the multibillion dollar 
corporation. Accordingly, business owners should take 
steps to have trade names cleared as trademarks if they 
intend to use them as their brand. 

This should include ordering a comprehensive search 
to determine if there are any prior uses of confusingly 
similar marks and to assess the risks associated with 
the use of trade names as trademarks. Business owners 
should engage legal counsel to advise and assist them 
on protecting their trademarks and the associated risks. 
Failing to clear a trade name as a trademark could result 
in significant costs and legal expenses, possible damages 
arising out of a trademark infringement action and costs 
associated with rebranding. 

David J. Langeland is a shareholder with the law firm of 
Callister Nebeker and McCullough in Salt Lake City. He focuses 
his practice on trademarks, copyrights, licensing, Internet law 
and business transactions. Visit www.cnmlaw.com.

Business owners often spend a lot of time and resources developing 
business plans, establishing markets and distribution channels, and 
creating a network of customers and suppliers — sometimes giving little 
thought to protecting the name of their new business. But problems 
can arise if the new name is similar to existing trademarks, making the 
company liable for trademark infringement.

By David J. Langeland

Avoiding Trademark Infringement

Three Things to  
Know Before Naming  
Your Business



LAUNCH YOUR CAREER AT ZIONS BANK TODAY.
VISIT ZIONSBANK.COM/CAREERS NOW.

Zions Bank is currently hiring for a wide range of positions. The banking industry is 
expanding and increasingly dynamic. And Zions Bank is poised to be at the forefront with 

broad innovations ranging from cutting-edge financial products to new digital banking 
options. Apply online at zionsbank.com or visit your local Zions Bank financial center. 

BE A BIG PART OF A BRIGHT FUTURE. APPLY AT ZIONS BANK TODAY.

Zions Bank is an equal opportunity employer.

25455_EmploymentPromotion_8.375x10.875_v06.indd   1 7/24/15   3:49 PM
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He hired Paul DePodesta, a 24-year-old Harvard 
economics major who loved sports. Together, they found 
a mathematical, rational way to play baseball.

At first, Beane received a lot of criticism for his 
unorthodox methods. But by June 2000, Beane and 
DePodesta were using progression analysis to build the 
team. And it paid off. By the end of 2000, the A’s won 
the division title. 

“We found that you can beat your opponent based on 
probability,” Beane said. “After this, we always made 
decisions based on probability and stats.”

Lessons Learned
At a Zions Premier Wealth Management Speaker Series 

luncheon in Salt Lake City in June, Beane related various 
lessons he learned that can be translated to any industry.

Don’t make emotional decisions. People often ask 
Beane why he doesn’t watch the games. “I found that if 
you make emotional decisions about micro events that 
happened in one game, they really have no impact on the 
entire season at the end of the year. So since my team is 
based on data, I look at the numbers and results after the 
games,” he said. “Plus, I’m a much better husband and 
father that way!”

Noise affects decision-making. Beane also discovered 
that he couldn’t watch the news or read newspapers 
because criticism affects how decisions are made. 
“Remember, you have to trade for future performance 
not past performance,” he said. 

You don’t necessarily have to play the game to run the 
business. Beane hired the first female on his staff because 
after she read Lewis’ book she realized she could work in 
men’s professional sports. “After the book came out, how 
the baseball business is run has really changed,” he said.

Hire above yourself. At one point, Beane said he 
realized he was the dumbest guy in his “own room,” but 
that he made more money! “My only skill is hiring above 
myself,” he said.

Manage within your means. Beane needed 25 players 
playing at a level commensurate with their cost. But with 
an average payroll a lot lower than other teams, he decided 
not to have star players. He keeps poor performers off the 
team and has had the second-most wins in baseball. His 
cost of a win is lower than other teams.

Collect as much data as possible. It’s about risk and 
reward. Beane learned he couldn’t pay expensive 26- to 
30-year-old players. So, he tried to get value relative to pay. 
He redefined and expanded his scouting department to 
collect as much data as possible about each potential player.

As a result, now in his 18th year as general manager, he 
is most proud about two things: He has made money every 
year and has never had to reduce an employee’s salary. 

“Baseball is a business,” he said. “It’s healthy for the 
sports team to make sure the business is run properly. 
Your decisions affect everyone in the room.”

By now, you’ve probably heard of Michael Lewis’ national bestseller 
“Moneyball” and the movie of the same name, which explain Billy Beane’s 
strategy for properly valuing players’ skills.

Tasked with building a winning team with a smaller budget than most 
other major baseball leagues, the Oakland A’s manager had to find a way 
to do the impossible.

By Julie M. Bradford

Photo by 
Jared VanLeuven

Tips Every Manager Should Know

Oakland A’s Manager 

Billy Beane



Friday, Oct. 16, 2015

7:30 a.m. – Registration
8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. – Speaker presentations and luncheon

BOISE CENTRE | 850 W. Front Street, Boise

Seating is limited, so visit zionsbank.com/tradeconference to reserve your space.

 LAURA BUSH
Former First Lady

Keynote Speaker

BRET STEPHENS
Foreign Affairs Columnist, 

The Wall Street Journal

DAN NORTH
Chief Economist, Euler 
Hermes North America

As Idaho’s economy continues to strengthen and its companies expand overseas, this
stimulating half-day conference offers strategies for small and large businesses to succeed.

Don’t miss high-caliber speakers who will share their insights into the world marketplace.

STATE OF IDAHO

Presented by
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Recently, the SBA’s main lending program for small 
businesses, called the 7(a) program, reached its cap. 
Without increasing the cap, most small business lending 
would have ended for the remainder of the fiscal year. 
That would have hurt thousands of small businesses 
needing access to capital. 

As the deadline approached, most members of Utah’s 
and Idaho’s congressional delegations went into action 
and worked in Congress to increase the cap so small 
businesses could receive the resources they need. I 
appreciate the hard work of Utah Sens. Orrin Hatch and 
Mike Lee, and Idaho Sens. Jim Risch and Mike Crapo, 
along with many other members of the House and Senate, 
and industry leaders who supported boosting the cap a 
modest amount, from $18.75 billion to $23.5 billion. 
Thanks to their efforts, SBA lending will continue.

It’s important for citizens to understand the 
partnership between the banking industry and the 
SBA. This partnership has produced immense state and 
national economic value over many years. Thousands 
of small businesses were created and went on to make 
equipment purchases, obtain real estate, expand 
inventory and provide good jobs. The benefit to our 
local economies is almost incalculable.

The SBA/banking partnership is a true success story. 
Due in part to complex federal banking regulations, bank 
underwriting policies are quite conservative. It is very 
difficult for banks to make loans to certain categories of 
small businesses. But with SBA loan guarantees, many 
more small businesses qualify for loans. It’s important to 
note that the SBA does not make the loans, and does not 
guarantee 100 percent of the loans. Lenders like Zions 
Bank are very motivated to make high-quality loans to 
credit-worthy individuals. Both the lender and the SBA 
are at risk if the borrower defaults.

With backing by the SBA, Zions Bank has supported 
thousands of small businesses, including many owned by 
minorities, women and veterans. I’m proud to say that 
Zions has been the No. 1 SBA lender in Utah and Idaho 
for many years.

This year, as the economic recovery continues, the 
SBA’s 7(a) program has experienced unprecedented 
demand from the small business community. The SBA 
has approved more than 45,000 loans so far this year, a 
25 percent increase over the same period last year. 

I agree with what SBA Administrator Maria 
Contreras-Sweet said after Congress increased 
the lending cap: “On behalf of the Small Business 
Administration, and the thousands of small and growing 
businesses, innovators and entrepreneurs we serve 
across the country, thank you to the leadership in both 
the House and Senate for the steps they have taken this 
past week. As we go forward, we will continue to work 
with both chambers to ensure that the SBA continues to 
empower American small businesses as they grow and 
create jobs to strengthen the nation’s economy.”

The Last Word
By A. Scott Anderson 

President and CEO, Zions Bank

SBA: A Critical 
Partner in Supporting 
Small Businesses

One of the great responsibilities of a banker — and the source of 
much satisfaction — is to help those with dreams of starting small 
businesses to achieve their goals.

Idaho Gov. Butch Otter cut the cere-
monial ribbon during the dedication of 

Eighth and Main on Feb. 12.
Photo by Josie Patterson-Halford

Zions Bank has helped thousands of people obtain 
the capital needed to start and expand small businesses. 
These enterprises provide jobs, purchase millions of 
dollars in goods and services, and greatly contribute 
to local and state economies. Small businesses are the 
economic foundation of our local communities.

As we serve the financing needs of these small 
businesses, we have a very important partner — the U.S. 
Small Business Administration. Without the SBA, far 
fewer small businesses would qualify for loans. 



SLIDE FAST + SOAR HIGH
Located in beautiful Park City, Utah 
Olympic Park features Olympic heritage 
surrounded by outdoor fun. Try the ‘Ride of 
a Lifetime’—a Comet Bobsled Ride down 
the official 2002 Olympic Sliding Track with 
a professional pilot. Plus take a Guided Tour 
or explore the Alf Engen Ski Museum and 
2002 Olympic Winter Games Museum.
RESERVE A COMET BOBSLED RIDE >

GO > UTAHOLYMPICLEGACY.ORG

IT’S BETTER ON ICE
Utah Olympic Oval hosted long 
track speed skating during the 2002 
Winter Games in Salt Lake. Today, 
it is home to a number of ice sport 
programs including figure skating, ice 
hockey, speed skating, plus curling. 
Participants of all  ages and levels are 
encouraged to try out the 400m Oval 
Ice during public skate sessions.
SIGN UP FOR A SKATE LESSON >

FUN WITH A CAUSE
When you play at Utah Olympic Oval and Utah Olympic Park, your 
contributions directly support Utah’s Olympic Legacy. From subsidizing 
youth sports programs to preserving Olympic venues for athlete training.
LEARN MORE ABOUT BECOMING A MEMBER + WAYS TO DONATE >



Cruller from Day’s Market

Risk Management—identifying & mitigating vulnerabilities 
Breach Response—guidance in emergency situations
Education and Training—preparing & empowering your team
Corporate Governance—advising on fiduciary obligations
Intellectual Property—protecting vital business assets 
Cyber Insurance—coverage analysis & claims defensewww.scmlaw.com

Cyber_Security/
Shielding digital information against theft and compromise is a growing 

technical and legal challenge. We help clients identify and reduce exposure   

to data breaches, properly respond to a breach, and mitigate the risk of related 

litigation. Snow Christensen & Martineau’s Cyber Security Law Group - 

Protecting clients and the flow of information.

For more information about our cyber security services, please contact: 
Robert T. Denny at 801.322.9156 or cybersecurity@scmlaw.com



 St. Mark’s Hospital • Lakeview Hospital • Ogden Regional Medical Center • Brigham City Community Hospital 
 Cache Valley Hospital • Lone Peak Hospital • Timpanogos Regional Hospital • Mountain View Hospital

For Average Wait Times Text “ER” to 23000 

MountainStar.com/ER

Whatever the emergency...
We’re here when you need us – 24/7.
 When a medical emergency unexpectedly interrupts your life, our board-certified ER physicians  
 will see you right away.

MSH304-15_ZionsBank-ER_8.375x10.875.indd   1 6/5/15   10:50 AM

 

Many Utah businesses have already become wattsmart® Businesses. When your 

business joins the ranks, you’ll find energy-efficient upgrades to save energy 

and help your bottom line. And with incentives, most upgrades pay for themselves 

in less than three years. Plus, being wattsmart benefits Utah’s environment and 

economy with decreased emissions and lower power bills.  

Learn how to make your business a  

wattsmart Business at wattsmart.com.
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Smart businesses become 
wattsmart businesses.
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